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María Antonia Vélez-Serna
A
t the core of many of the transformations that make the 1910s so
interesting is a struggle over the definition of commodity relations: who
owned films, who controlled their exhibition contexts, and how this
peculiar good should be traded. This effort to grapple with the complex
materiality of cinema was in part about the emergence of large business interests
in the international film industry, but it was also intensely localised. This paper
will use a sample of cinema adverts from Scottish newspapers to analyse how
they both reflect and perform a shift in the role of the exhibitor on a local level.1
I will argue that, while the transition to renting and towards longer narrative
films shifted the balance of power away from local exhibitors and their tradi-
tional showmanship skills in favour of the manufacturing sector, this process
rewarded new managerial and advertising skills, thus redefining showmanship
rather than making it redundant. Although this shift entailed the loss of the
means of production, it also tended to recast the exhibitor‘s labour along the
lines of the professional middle class, and was framed by a discourse of
legitimation.
Property relations in early exhibition
The reshaping of the film trade between the American nickelodeon boom and
the end of the First World War can be understood as a redefinition of the
commodity nature of film, or rather, as a change in the role of film as a
commodity within the broader phenomenon of cinema. To throw this trans-
formation into relief, it is useful to return to Charles Musser’s formulation of
the three practices that constitute cinema’s mode of production, where exhibi-
tion is defined as one.2 In the first stage, the film print is produced as a material
object (bearing intellectual content) with a use value and exchange value – a
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commodity, but not an ordinary one. This object is then used in the production
of a show, in such a way that the film is neither depleted nor removed from the
market. Access to the show is then sold to the public. In a more technical way,
Gerben Bakker has discussed films as an intermediate good – an input for the
production of something else. So while films were indeed traded as a commod-
ity, the audience was paying for the ‘spectator-hour’ – the economic unit that
was produced using the films amongst other things.3 For simplicity, throughout
this article I will refer to this as the show: the localised event of exhibition and
reception embracing both live and filmed entertainment. Showmanship, for the
purposes of this paper, can be thought of as the additional labour and skill
required to transform films into spectator-hours.
As Musser puts it, over the first few years of the nickelodeon boom, ‘the reel of
film became the basic industry commodity’, and the development of more
self-contained forms of narrative entailed a relative loss of editorial control by
exhibitors, as compared to the highly performative role they had within itinerant
practices.4 The first Scottish exhibitors, with their diverse backstories of fair-
ground, lantern lecturing, and music hall entertainment, certainly had plenty
of performative showmanship skills.5 Between 1909 and 1913, the boom years
for cinema opening in Scotland, the new kind of cinema entrepreneur that came
into the exhibition business was, in contrast, a skilled manager and programmer
rather than a performer. Furthermore, he or she tended to no longer own the
apparatus or the venue (as fairground exhibitors had), and the films were also
rented rather than bought outright. These films were in turn increasingly
standardised and self-sufficient, transferring the weight of textual production to
the manufacturers and diminishing the value added by showmanship.6 In other
industries, this loss of control over the means of production and devaluation of
artisan skills brought about by more standardised processes is a hallmark of
proletarianisation. This is not, however, how this change was perceived by a film
trade engaged in a process of expansion. Furthermore, the shift of attention from
‘show’ to ‘film’ was neither sudden nor uniform. The Scottish programme
samples provide a suitable illustration of the tensions around mixed program-
ming and the role of live performance in cinemas.
Live performance and cine-variety
The contrast between the 1913 and 1918 situation as represented in the two
samples of cinema adverts shows how the exhibitor’s labour became increasingly
obscured as the live elements of the show were marginalised. A first instance of
this process involves the decline of the mixed show combining live variety and
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films. In the United States, as Bakker notes, ‘small-time vaudeville’ was on the
way out by 1910, having been ‘automated away’ by moving pictures.7 This was
not the case in Scotland where, according to Paul Maloney, the working-class
culture of live entertainment survived in industrial districts in the form of
cine-variety (a programme format akin to the ‘small-time vaudeville’ described
by Robert C Allen, incorporating a few simple variety turns in alternation with
single- or double-reel films).8 In 1913, a mixed programme was offered in
forty-four per cent of the adverts in the Scottish sample. Two years later the
Bioscope Annual still described thirty-six per cent of the 399 Scottish cinemas in
its list as presenting ‘pictures and varieties’. As Figure 1 shows, the geographical
pattern of this mode of exhibition was uneven, with a higher concentration in
Glasgow, Dundee, Ayr, and the mining towns of North Lanarkshire and
Linlithgowshire (in other words, in the densely populated, industrial central belt
of Scotland, between Glasgow and Edinburgh). The proportion of mixed
programming in the 1918 sample had dropped to twenty-six per cent – which
was nonetheless still a significant presence.
The links between cine-variety and earlier forms of working-class entertainment
help explain the disdain expressed by some sectors of the trade. Even when the
live element involved something as respectable as the engagement of vocalists
by several Glasgow cinemas, exhibitors lamented it ‘as it is but a step from this
to a full variety programme’.9 A separate performing tradition existed, however,
as practised by lecturers and elocutionists. There are only three instances of
‘speaking to pictures’ in the newspaper sample for 1913. At the Bannockburn
Picture House, a Mr. J. Newby would recite Tennyson’s poem before ‘The
Charge of the Light Brigade’ was shown, and describe the film.10 Meanwhile,
in Aberdeen, Dove Paterson was presenting his trademark act at the Gaiety and
the Music Hall. The history and peculiarities of Aberdeen elocution have been
discussed by Trevor Griffiths in a recent article, which also traces the influence
of local regulations, economic pressures and taste cultures on the vocal and
musical accompaniment of silent cinema in Scottish venues.11
The local nuances of these intermedial presentation contexts played an impor-
tant role in popularising film with Scottish audiences. The desire to define film
as a self-sufficient form of entertainment, however, was a common topic
amongst contributors to the trade press, and it demanded a new style of
management. The generation of city cinema managers that took up the job
during the cinema building boom privileged a rhetoric of efficiency and stand-
ardisation, through which a stable patronage could be secured amongst the
desirable classes. They frowned upon the old forms of showmanship that some
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exhibitors had inherited from the fairground. In a particularly ungracious article
published when the transformation was irreversible, W.A. Williamson wrote
that ‘the old showman does not understand the cinematograph trade, a trade
requiring not showmanship but sympathy’.12 This ‘sympathy’ suggests a rela-
tionship with the audience that is somewhat different from the outsider appeal
of fairground performers. It will be noted that, as early as 1911, the author of
the Handbook of Kinematography, Colin Bennett, did not mention any perform-
ing abilities as desirable for the picture house manager. His or her ‘showmanship’
was to be expressed in ‘the comfort, cleanliness and beauty of his [sic] hall’, in
‘judicious advertising’, and in ‘catering for the continual education and amuse-
ment of regular and chance patrons’.13
Such advice is indicative of the aspirational tone that permeated the trade press,
in which the professionalisation of cinema management was a constant topic.
Although the companies registered to control cinema venues in Scotland tended
to be small and local, their legal configuration as limited liability companies
signalled a shift towards more corporate business models. The redefinition of
the exhibitor’s job mainly in terms of house-management and programming
Figure 1: Main type of show given at permanent exhibition venues in Scotland, as listed in the 1915
Bioscope Annual. Venues only used occasionally, as well as those that do not include this information, have
been excluded, for a total of 366 listings.
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reflected his or her increasingly subordinate and accountable position in the new
pattern of venue ownership. Within these confines, however, the cinema
manager had the task of addressing and bringing in a growing audience. This is
where newspaper advertising proves to be a rich, if complicated source. Because
they are enmeshed in the same web of transformations as the phenomena they
refer to, advertisements must be understood as having a performative function:
they are acts of showmanship, part of the labour to produce the show. Analysis
of a systematic collection of adverts provides a way to observe how the function
of cinema was negotiated and constructed in response to local contexts and
through the changing nature of the exhibitor’s role.
Creating the habit
After the building boom, once it became clear that cinema was not a passing
fad, the challenge was to convert the audience that had first come in for the
technical novelty and the attractions, into a regular patronage that would
provide a solid foundation for further investment. There were potentially several
ways of achieving this. Michael Hammond has observed that, up to the
beginning of the war, the advertising rhetoric used by Southampton cinemas
emphasised ‘the social utility of the space as part of the cinema-going experi-
ence’, so that working-class, peripheral venues were presented as ‘warm and
cosy’, while city-centre cinemas provided facilities such as tea rooms and ran a
continuous show to enhance the sense of convenience and respite for urban
strollers.14 The same emphasis can be seen in the Scottish context.
While more than thirty per cent of the 1913 Scottish adverts surveyed omit the
mention of specific films, most of them include show times and prices of
admission. Furthermore, there are numerous references to the permanent
characteristics of the venue, rather than the specific show. Thus, for instance,
the Scenic, in the South side of Glasgow, claimed to have ‘comfortable seats and
every convenience’; Slora’s Electric Theatre in Cowdenbeath (perhaps unwisely)
advertised the fact that the auditorium was disinfected with Jeyes fluid; and the
Whitburn Picture Theatre promised ‘Beautiful Pictures! Appreciative Audi-
ence!’.15 A few city-centre venues that opened through the afternoon offered free
tea, and the resident orchestras were mentioned in ten cases. Finally, the
music-hall background of many managers came in handy when it came to
judging local talent competitions; at the Airdrie Hippodrome, for instance, an
aspiring artist could win a week’s engagement for ‘not less than 30s’. On another
day of the week, the theatre would be the starting point for a marathon race.
This direct appeal to the local audience points to an active engagement that
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sought to foster repeated custom, which is why the mention of the week’s films
is sometimes cursory, giving only titles and sometimes genres. Not much else
was needed to convey the appeal of a mixed programme of short films, or a
cine-variety bill.
Putting together such a programme was arguably the most trade-specific skill a
manager had to master during the transitional era. This task involved negotiat-
ing with distributors, viewing and selecting films, and arranging the transport.
While in the United States some of these functions had been outsourced to the
film exchanges who put together a film package delivered to each cinema daily,
in the United Kingdom the attachment to free-market renting meant that
exhibitors resisted some forms of programme standardisation. This resistance
to relinquish control over the show can be found well into the 1920s in the
debates around block-booking, but it was already present from the introduction
of single-reel features and packaged ‘service’ programmes before the War. The
growing length of films and the development of more restrictive rental practices
(such as exclusive and territorial rights) focused opposition from the trade, at
least discursively. In practice, however, feature programming had taken over by
1918.
The skills required to market a programme of short films are different from
those required for a long film, and the rhetorical strategies used in the advertising
reflect this. While 1913 adverts contain more information about the venue and
exhibition practice, 1918 publicity yields more film titles, but it can be more
laconic in terms of presentation strategies. This elision of showmanship from
advertisement does not necessarily signify its disappearance from actual practice.
It is however apparent that the personal appeal and direct address that, as Joe
Kember’s work has showed, helped tame the unsettling modernity of the moving
image, were receding from view. As Kember has also suggested, a different form
of personalisation was taking hold, connected to the emergence of the star
system and new ways of marketing the film product.16 Understanding and
managing audience expectations for particular films became much more impor-
tant, and a new style of advertising reflected this changing relationship.
Luring the transient audience
The 1913 sample, taken at the height of the Scottish cinema boom, reflects a
trade that is becoming embedded in everyday life. ‘Usual times – usual prices’
is a phrase often seen in the collection, but most of the venues list specific show
times and prices. This is much less prevalent in 1918, when a third of the adverts
do not list times, partly because half of the venues are running a continuous
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show. Although this mode of operation is mostly associated with high-street
venues, many suburban and small-town cinemas had stopped advertising two
shows a night (or even one), and instead offered a continuous show throughout
the evening, with only enough time to run the films twice. The informality of
the continuous show no doubt contributed to the embedding of cinemagoing
into everyday routines for many Scots, and not only the deprived inhabitants
of inner-city slums who might go to the cinema just to escape their overcrowded
tenement rooms and to sit in the warmth for a couple of hours in the winter.17
In a tendentious but interesting editorial, the Scottish trade journal, The
Entertainer, tried to explain ‘the rise of the picturehouse’ with arguments that
seem to contradict some standard assumptions about early audiences:
In the aristocratic quarters the audience is interested, and it is a kind of club rather
than a place of entertainment, while in the industrial neighbourhoods the people
who enter the picturehouses do so to learn the ways of the world, to see how others
live, how others die.18
This is a curious inversion of the more established idea of bourgeois spectator-
ship as more attentive to the film text, and popular cinemagoing as a social rather
than intellectual activity. In its optimism about the self-improving aims of
working-class spectators, it might be filed together with earlier discourses of
uplift or regarded as wishful thinking on the part of the trade. However, the
mention of high-class cinemas as ‘a kind of club’ is in line with developments
in exhibition that were taking place around the time the article was published.
As Michael Quinn has pointed out, the trade’s idea of the ‘transient audience’
did not define it as lower-class.19 Many of the new, luxurious cinemas that had
appeared on the central commercial streets of the main Scottish towns had
entrance prices starting at six pence – three times as much as most neighbour-
hood halls. Their appeal to a more affluent audience was founded on conven-
ience and atmosphere; the addition of tea-rooms, smoking rooms and foyers to
many of the larger picture houses further created club-like social spaces which
were only loosely connected to film viewing. Exhibitors imagined that these
spaces would attract the businessman with some time to spare between appoint-
ments, or the respectable lady who needed a break from her shopping. The
preferred strategy to cater for these desirable customers was the continuous
show, and it was from this quarter that opposition to the feature-length film
often came.
As Ben Singer has found for the American context, ‘the feature craze was not a
tidal-wave phenomenon that instantly wiped out the short film’ or the variety
programme.20 Feature programming, furthermore, did not become dominant
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at the same time everywhere, and its patterns of expansion are surprising in the
Scottish case. The twice-a-night show was initially thought better suited to
longer films than the continuous city-centre programme, and thus a consistent
programming policy based on longer films (rather than the occasional ‘big’
exclusive) was adopted by peripheral cinemas before central ones. By 1918,
however, all of the cinemas in the Glasgow city centre represented in the sample
were showing a feature programme, even though the shows were continuous.
The apparent contradiction between feature films and the continuous show was
resolved through the reformulation of the concept of the transient audience,
which required city-centre cinemas to reinvent their address to the individual,
discriminating customer rather than the curious passerby. The assumption of
mobility (transience) as a characteristic of city-centre audiences was reinter-
preted as meaning that spectators could be drawn in to particular films, enticed
by the advertising columns that lay out the urban environment as a seductive
menu for the middle class.21 Their choice was increasingly a choice of film, and
the manager’s role was to sell each title. The new style of advertising reflected
this shift, and the emergence of the star system was deeply intertwined with it.
One of the most radical changes observable in the sample of adverts has to do
with the prominence of star performers in the promotional rhetoric for particu-
lar films. While in 1913 only 3.5 percent of the adverts mentioned an actor, the
proportion is over sixty percent in 1918. The manufacturer’s brand and the
length of the film were also used widely in advertisements: while fewer than one
in ten of the 1913 adverts contain information on either manufacturer or length
of the film, over thirty-eight percent of the 1918 sample mentions a brand, and
forty-four percent the length.
Although the turn towards promotion of the individual film is visible in most
of the cases in the collection, the Glasgow Picture House can be cited as a
particularly striking example. The 1913 advert starts by listing opening times
and prices, and goes on to mention ‘The Palm Court Smoke Room, Wedgewood
Lounge and Palm Court Balcony. The Finest Tea Rooms in Glasgow’. There is
no mention of titles for the films being shown on that day, but rather of two
‘special’ films – longer European exclusives – that will be shown during the
following two weeks. This then captures a moment of transformation, when
features were not yet a regular part of the programme; instead, they disrupted
routine, because longer films were not produced or marketed in a systematic
way.22 Five years later, in contrast, this cinema advertises using a large block
print depicting the protagonists in a film titled His Golden Hour. The copy
praises the performance of French actress Suzanne Grandais, inviting the
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audience to enjoy ‘a wonderful piece of work’, an ‘artistic triumph’ inscribed
within theatrical discourse through the use of the term ‘in Five Acts’ (rather than
the more prosaic ‘5-reel’).23 This rhetoric is a sharp departure from the contin-
ued use of adjectives such as ‘thrilling’ and ‘strong’ that were more common in
adverts for popular venues, but it is also very different from the previous idea of
a more casual and briefer engagement with the film. The shift in emphasis from
practice to product, mediated by the rise of the star system and feature program-
ming, contributed to a transference of power back to manufacturers. The process
through which the film industry reined in the diversity and localism of early
cinema exhibition, while still relying on skilled individuals to market the films
to audiences, is illustrative of the contradictory field of forces in which cinema
exists: between local and global, reality and fantasy, and, in the words of Robert
Allen, ‘poised between the ordinary and the extraordinary’.24 The dual nature
of cinema as a live event that depends on mechanically reproduced inputs
redefined showmanship, but still needed it to mediate between films and
viewers.
Conclusion
This paper started as an attempt to map the transformation of the showman’s
role in Scotland during the transitional era, using newspaper advertising as
evidence. However, it became evident during the research process that advertis-
ing is a very opaque source, because it does not simply record or reflect historical
phenomena but contributed to shape it. Insofar as advertising on the local press
was locally organised, it was one of the exhibitor’s roles and was indicative of
the changes in that profession. The foregrounding of film titles, brands and stars
over a more direct and personal address is a consequence of the shift in the
balance of forces between the show-product to the film-product, or, in other
words, between film as text and cinema as practice. This is not, however, a
tension that was resolved one way or the other, but one that structured a matrix
of diverse practices that continues to be remade in every encounter between
films and audiences.
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